


Regional
federation

Who is already
using FC.APP?
Our mobile app makes organizing tournaments seamless for everyone 
– football clubs, sports companies and regional federations. 
FC.APP has already over 40 000 users and 15 000 teams. Use our 
team database to immediately complete your tournament squad! 

Football
clubs

Tournament
organizers



Task No FC.APP With FC.APP

Contacting & scheduling ~150 calls, ~50 re-calls
Automatic notifications sent

to potential participants

Player availability & 
participation

16 players to contact per 
event

One-click confirmation

Tournament scheduling & 
adjustments

~35 hours, manual 
rescheduling

Automatic timetable, setup
of 6 minutes or less

Feedback & statistics
Post-tournament 

conversations
Automatic stats & in-app 

ratings

Save time
with FC.APP
Football academies and clubs organize an average of eight tournaments a 
year. Each event demands more effort than single matches. With FC.APP, 
you save valuable coaching time!



Tournament
management

1. Before the tournament 
§ Team sign-ups and assembling
§ Communication and coordination

2. During the tournament  
§ Real-time tournament management
§ Tracking results, table standings, and goals

3. After the tournament  
§ Archiving and documentation
§ Visibility and analysis for future improvements

And all of this in many languages:

with more coming soon…



FC.APP: your ultimate
tournament tool

Acquiring teams for tournaments
Send in-app invitations and quickly fill your tournament with participants.

Multiple game formats
Choose from various game structures to best fit your event.

Efficient score management
Referees and volunteers can directly input scores. Save time and money.

Open community access
Seamless connectivity without the need for exclusive links.

FC.APP as your personalized FlashScore
Get live updates, scores, and highlights from your event.

Sponsored in-app banners
Additional revenue for the organizer.

Dedicated support
Benefit from our training and support to optimize your experience.



FC.APP: tailored to the needs
of every football enthusiast

For players:
§ Join games effortlessly.
§ Communicate efficiently; never miss an update.
§ Monitor your progress with detailed stats.

For coaches / organizers:
§ Improve player and event management.
§ Deep-dive into team and player analytics.
§ Scout beyond boundaries with nationwide insights.

For fans / guardians:
§ Stay in the game loop with live scores.
§ Access in-depth reports of top players.
§ Get the latest scoop on teams and coaches

Plus:
Comprehensive public stats, prompt notifications, valuable 
insights and even the opportunity to become a verified scout.



FC.APP = fast return on 
investment + time savings

Premium customer support
Experience top-tier assistance every step of 
the way.

Innovative solutions
Constantly evolving to bring you the latest in 
football tournament technology.

Community-centric
Built with the needs and feedback of our vast 
football community in mind.

The bottom line
Elevate your tournament experience with 
FC.APP. The ultimate tool tailored to maximize 
efficiency, enjoyment, and success.

Just €20
per team in a tournament



rafal@fc.app
+48 692 125 602

www.fc.app


